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Standards

hülsta sleeping systems comply with all of the relevant 

standards in this sector. Guaranteed.

DIN EN 1725: European standard for the safety of all parts 

of the ready-for-use bed 

DIN EN 1334: European size standard for all components 

of the bed 

DIN EN 1957: Functional properties of the mattress 

RAL quality sign

All hülsta sleeping systems are durable, environmentally 

compatible and are easy to use, they function reliably and 

the manufacturer‘s staff are skilled and at the highest level of 

knowledge. Proven quality with RAL quality sign.  

RAL GZ 430/6: Mattresses

RAL GZ 430: Health and Environment

RAL UZ 119: These are the requirements of the »Blue Angel 

Mattresses«. among other facts they stipulate that the cold 

foams used must have less than 1% fillers (e.g. chalk) to 

manipulate the density (quality feature). 

ECO TEX Standard

ECO TEX Standard 100, class I (Baby):

The strictest standards (stricter than class II) for the quality 

of mattresses. All of the hülsta mattresses fully comply 

with all of these. 

ECO TEX Standard 100, class II

The basic standard for the requirements for direct skin 

contact with mattresses. It complies with the requirements 

of the »Blue Angel mattresses«. All of the hülsta mattresses 

comply with this standard.
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A good day starts with a good night. 

Enjoy your sleep. Sleep restfully, relax and feel, 

how you are gently supported and sumptuously spoiled.

We wish you many good nights.

good morning!
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the perfect bed for you
How do you recognise your dream bed? Easy: You simply don‘t want to get up anymore! After all, the bed is not just for 

sleeping. Having breakfast in bed, cuddling, dreaming, reading or watching TV – 

feeling at ease and at home.

hülsta sleeping systems offer all of that, with base frames, mattresses, toppers and pillows, which you can combine to suit  

your requirements. Take your time to select your perfect bed. It‘s worth it, because we spend one third of our life – or 

more... – in bed.
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lying correctly is easy
hülsta sleeping systems make it easy to lie both relaxed and anatomically correctly.   

Your body is supported where necessary without compromising on freedom of movement. On seven different mattress zones, 

your body is softly or firmly supported. Your muscles can totally relax. Climatic functions incorporated within mattresses, 

toppers and pillows ensure the perfect moisture and heat regulation. 

Our sleeping systems combine clever functions with heavenly comfort. Get to know the different versions and test how well you 

feel on a hülsta bed. Your retailer is looking forward to your visit. 
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softer or firmer?
Each hülsta mattress shows its fi rmness level. 

Your Body Mass Index helps you to decide upon the correct fi rmness 

level for you. This is how you calculate it: 

The illustrated mattresses feature pictograms, which allow you to see and compare the most important mattress 

characteristics. In addition to the fi rmness levels, technical data, such as the mattress height and properties 

like heat classifi cation and pressure relief are also shown. 

how do I find the correct mattress for me?
For the selection of your mattress, you must be demanding. General well-being and the enjoyment of life are mainly infl uenced by 

the quality of your sleep. How you lie ensures that you start the new day fresh and full of energy and depends upon 

your individual wishes and requirements.

hülsta therefore does not off er just one mattress for all, but diff erent mattress types that cater for the requirements of 

diff erent people. Choose from natural latex, spring core or cold foam with up to three fi rmness levels and versatile cover fabrics.  

= BMI, e.g. 23,66

BODY WEIGHT in kg, e.g. 75

(BODY HEIGHT² in m, e.g. 1,78²)

mattresses
This is how I want to sleep! Your body is unique and so are your sleeping requirements. 

hülsta off ers the correct mattress for you and your needs. 

spring core

The comfortable lying properties of hülsta spring core 

mattresses are unrivalled. The large number of high-

quality springs in the core ensures comfortable swinging 

properties and fl exibly absorbs every movement. The 

perfect mattress for everyone who prefers a dry and rather 

cool sleeping climate.

latex

100% Latex ensures a durable quality that provides 

a particularly comfortable lying feeling: soft sinking-in 

with a defi ned support. The open pore structure reliably 

dissipates excessive heat,  so that you can enjoy a healthy 

sleeping climate.

cold foam

hülsta cold foam mattresses transmit the base frame 

adjustments particularly well to the lying body. The high-

quality material and the different functional layers cater 

for many different requirements. If you love a dry, not too 

cool sleeping climate, then this is the perfect choice. 
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approx. 23 cm for BMI ≤ 25 for BMI 25–31 for BMI ≥ 31

cooler warmer

HEAT

CLASSIFICATION

medium very high

PRESSURE

RELIEF

good excellent

COMFORT

LEVEL

MATTRESS

HEIGHT AVAILABLE FIRMNESS LEVELS

SOFT MEDIUM FIRM
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latex mattresses
Latex mattresses from hülsta are made from natural rubber, a renewable source. The high permanent elasticity of Latex 

makes the mattresses both durable and sustainable. Latex mattresses naturally feature a very good point and surface 

elasticity, which no other mattress can provide to this degree. The mattress therefore perfectly adapts to your body  

and guarantees maximum freedom of movement. The open-pore structure of the material ensures good ventilation of the 

mattress.

hülsta ELLEpur
latex mattress

As a renewable material, natural rubber is ecological and combines perfect lying properties with healthy ventilation to ensure restful sleep. 

The addition of 15% synthetic Latex improves the durability of the high-quality material even more. 

OUR

RECOMMENDATION

latex 
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approx. 20 cm

MATTRESS 

HEIGHT

for BMI ≤ 25 for BMI 25–31 for BMI ≥ 31

AVAILABLE FIRMNESS LEVELS

SOFT MEDIUM FIRM

cooler warmer

HEAT 

CLASSIFICATION

medium very high

PRESSURE 

RELIEF

good excellent

COMFORT 

LEVEL
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cold foam mattresses
Cold foam mattresses from hülsta consist of a uniform core or of several layers in order to achieve different  

lying properties. They transmit the adjustments of flexible base frames particularly well to the lying body, allowing you to 

find a mattress that is individually suited to you. 

hülsta exclusively uses high-quality foams with an especially high volumetric weight. Above average ventilation in 

combination with our patented ventilation channels ensures an excellent sleeping climate.

AirDream 8000 thermo
visco-cold foam mattress

A mattress as individual as your body. Featuring a viscotherm and a cold foam side, it can be turned. Viscotherm reacts to warmth and weight of the resting body, 

without limiting the freedom of movement. Patented ventilation design for perfect heat and moisture transport.  

Also available with TENCEL® cover

OUR

RECOMMENDATION

cold foam
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approx. 23 cm

MATTRESS 

HEIGHT

for BMI ≤ 25 for BMI 25–31 for BMI ≥ 31

AVAILABLE FIRMNESS LEVELS

SOFT MEDIUM FIRM

cooler warmer

HEAT 

CLASSIFICATION

medium very high

PRESSURE 

RELIEF

good excellent

COMFORT 

LEVEL

Patent
Vertical air channels &

                  pyramid cube cut
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AirDream 7000
cold foam mattress

An ergonomically adapted multi-zone support and spring elements in different firmness levels in the mattress core provide the correct support for the body in any 

sleeping position without compromising on freedom of movement. Vertical and horizontal ventilation channels within the mattress ensure the ideal sleeping climate. 
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Also available with TENCEL® cover

AirDream 2000
cold foam mattress

The cold foam mattress with integrated climate function. Our patented cut technique that we use for the high-quality cold foam allows the air to perfectly circulate 

beneath the resting body, guaranteeing reliable moisture transport. The result is a dry, comfortably warm climate that ensures restful sleep. 
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approx. 24 cm

MATTRESS 

HEIGHT

for BMI ≤ 25 for BMI 25–31 for BMI ≥ 31

AVAILABLE FIRMNESS LEVELS

SOFT MEDIUM FIRM

approx. 20 cm

MATTRESS 

HEIGHT

for BMI ≤ 25 for BMI 25–31 for BMI ≥ 31

AVAILABLE FIRMNESS LEVELS

SOFT MEDIUM FIRM

cooler warmer

HEAT 

CLASSIFICATION

medium very high

PRESSURE 

RELIEF

good excellent

COMFORT 

LEVEL

cooler warmer

HEAT 

CLASSIFICATION

medium very high

PRESSURE 

RELIEF

good excellent

COMFORT 

LEVEL

Patent
Vertical air channels &

                  pyramid cube cut

Patent
Vertical air channels &

                  pyramid cube cut



AirDream smart
cold foam mattress*

16 hülsta  |  mattresses  

Attractive cold foam model with all of the good properties that make a cold foam mattress a test winner. 

High-quality material with functional 3D-mesh cover in best hülsta quality.

approx. 20 cm

MATTRESS 

HEIGHT

for BMI ≤ 28 for BMI ≥ 28

AVAILABLE FIRMNESS LEVELS

SOFT/

MEDIUM

MEDIUM/

FIRM

cooler warmer

HEAT 

CLASSIFICATION

medium very high

PRESSURE 

RELIEF

good excellent

COMFORT 

LEVEL

* Core centre HRV-foam

Patent
Vertical air channels &

                  pyramid cube cut
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spring core mattresses
Spring core mattresses feature a core made from numerous springs with different firmness levels, which are sewn into 

individual pockets. They bring the body into a perfect position. The slight swinging with every movement creates 

a comfortably floating lying feeling, which many people find particularly relaxing. 

This sensation promotes a deep, restful sleep.

The spring core is covered with different materials, which – depending upon choice – provide different lying properties. 

The hülsta ventilation functions ensure a comfortably dry and cool sleeping climate. 
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TopPoint gel
spring core mattress

A gel mattress off ers incomparably sumptuous comfort. Your body gently sinks in, the spine is supported, muscles are relaxed 

and pressure points are reduced. Enjoy a wonderfully fl oating lying feeling – both weightless and cosy.  

OUR

RECOMMENDATION

spring core

approx. 23 cm

MATTRESS 

HEIGHT

for BMI ≤ 25 for BMI 25–31 for BMI ≥ 31

AVAILABLE FIRMNESS LEVELS

SOFT MEDIUM FIRM

626

SPRINGS

per m²

cooler warmer

HEAT 

CLASSIFICATION

medium very high

PRESSURE 

RELIEF

good excellent

COMFORT 

LEVEL
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TopPoint 4000
spring core mattress

A mattress with ergonomically ideal lying properties. The patented design of the core, combined with comfortable cold foam layers, ensures ergonomic 

support in all sleeping positions and an ideal sleeping climate. Good in order to fully relax and wake up relaxed.
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626

SPRINGS

per m²

approx. 24 cm

MATTRESS 

HEIGHT

for BMI ≤ 25 for BMI 25–31 for BMI ≥ 31

AVAILABLE FIRMNESS LEVELS

SOFT MEDIUM FIRM

cooler warmer

HEAT 

CLASSIFICATION

medium very high

PRESSURE 

RELIEF

good excellent

COMFORT 

LEVEL

Also available with thick stretch coverAlso available with thick stretch cover

Patent
Vertical air channels &

                  pyramid cube cut

Seven zones – supported by a 15 cm high luxury spring core – guarantee perfect body and spine support. A combination of dreamlike upholstery 

and innovative climate properties with natural pure wool and vertical air channels. For an ideal bed climate!   

approx. 22 cm / 25 cm

MATTRESS 

HEIGHT

500

SPRINGS

per m²

cooler warmer

HEAT 

CLASSIFICATION

medium very high

PRESSURE 

RELIEF

good excellent

COMFORT 

LEVEL

TopPoint deluxe
spring core mattress

for BMI ≤ 28 for BMI ≥ 28

AVAILABLE FIRMNESS LEVELS

SOFT/

MEDIUM

MEDIUM/

FIRM
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TopPoint 500
spring core mattress

The spring core is upholstered with a layer made from highly elastic cold foam, which quickly recovers its shape. This mattress therefore retains its quality and good 

lying properties for a long time. 
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267

SPRINGS

per m²

approx. 21 cm

MATTRESS 

HEIGHT

for BMI ≤ 28 for BMI ≥ 28

AVAILABLE FIRMNESS LEVELS

SOFT/

MEDIUM

MEDIUM/

FIRM

cooler warmer

HEAT 

CLASSIFICATION

medium very high

PRESSURE 

RELIEF

good excellent

COMFORT 

LEVEL

TopPoint 1000
spring core mattress

The structured surface of the cold foam on the spring core creates a particularly comfortable lying feeling because of its excellent soft eff ect.  

An effi  cient climate system transports moisture and heat from the core to the outside, thus ensuring tranquil and restful sleep.  

267

SPRINGS

per m²

approx. 24 cm

MATTRESS 

HEIGHT

for BMI ≤ 25 for BMI 25–31 for BMI ≥ 31

AVAILABLE FIRMNESS LEVELS

SOFT MEDIUM FIRM

cooler warmer

HEAT 

CLASSIFICATION

medium very high

PRESSURE 

RELIEF

good excellent

COMFORT 

LEVEL
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ONE OF THE 6

MOST BEAUTIFUL*

boxspring

beds

boxspring can be this beautiful. 
with hülsta.

*Article »makeyourhome« 02/2016  

topper

mattress

box

boxspring – what is it?
If you love sleeping comfort at the highest level, simply select a Boxspring bed from 

hülsta. Three layers make it incredibly comfortable.  
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box mattress topper

The box is a basic frame, which contains fixed upholstered 

high-quality hülsta springs. It forms the basis of every 

Boxspring bed and is the same length and width as the 

mattress.

As an additional soft layer on top of the mattress, the 

topper provides an even more comfortable lying feeling. 

Choose from the wonderfully soft hülsta versions made 

from cold foam or visco foam. 

A Boxspring bed features a spring core mattress on top 

of the box, thus providing the typical swinging properties. 

Choose from our special Boxspring mattresses hülsta 

deluxe MTK and hülsta deluxe MTL as well as all other 

hülsta mattresses.
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PERFECTLY

SUITABLE

for 
boxspring

deluxe MTL
spring core mattress

This particularly comfortable spring core mattress features an integrated topper core made from high-quality pincore latex, which can easily be removed if required. The 

exclusive mattress cover combines climatic fi bre with pure wool and is incredibly soft and comfortable to the touch – deluxe, after all.
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A voluminous mattress with a lot of comfort – perfect for your boxspring bed. Micro springs and luxury upholstery off er wonderfully relaxing pressure relief in two phases. 

Perfect air circulation (hülsta patent) within the core, upholstery and cover provide a perfectly dry sleeping climate that helps to ensure uninterrupted sleep. 

deluxe MTK
spring core mattress

PERFECTLY

SUITABLE

for 
boxspring
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approx. 31 cm

MATTRESS 

HEIGHT

500

SPRINGS

per m²

for BMI ≤ 28 for BMI 25–31 for BMI ≥ 31

AVAILABLE FIRMNESS LEVELS

SOFT MEDIUM FIRM

500

SPRINGS

per m²

approx. 28 cm

MATTRESS 

HEIGHT

for BMI ≤ 28 for BMI 25–31 for BMI ≥ 31

AVAILABLE FIRMNESS LEVELS

SOFT MEDIUM FIRM

cooler warmer

HEAT 

CLASSIFICATION

medium very high

PRESSURE 

RELIEF

good excellent

COMFORT 

LEVEL

cooler warmer

HEAT 

CLASSIFICATION

medium very high

PRESSURE 

RELIEF

good excellent

COMFORT 

LEVEL

Patent
Vertical air channels &

                  pyramid cube cut
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topper
Good news for all those, who enjoy sleeping comfort and want to treat themselves to a little more luxury.  

A topper as an additional layer on the mattress makes your bed even softer and cosier.  

Not only for boxspring beds!

visco cold foam

hülsta offers a choice of two partner topper versions. The continuous topper in double bed size 

without zip and the flexible alternative with zip. The special split zip in the head and foot 

area allows the partner topper to be split into different widths, so that it can also be used for 

motorised base frames. 

partner
cold foam and /or visco

The visco-therm core in this topper reacts to the heat and weight of the person lying on it and 

allows the body to sink in deeper. The good pressure distribution and excellent shape recovery of 

the material ensure unlimited freedom of movement in any position.  

A noticeable plus in terms of comfort – topper with all functions of a hülsta mattress: 

individual pressure relief and effective ventilation for uninterrupted sleep. 
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visco topper

The topper with the individual cuddle factor: The visco topper adapts to temperature and weight 

of the resting body. In any position, the body comfortably sinks in whilst being perfectly supported, 

for a wonderfully relaxed sleeping experience.

approx. 8 cm

TOPPER 

HEIGHT

Patent
Vertical air channels &

                  pyramid cube cut
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cold foam topper

High-quality cold foam divided into several zones with a special cut technique and hülsta ventilation 

function provides correct support for the body and ensures a perfect sleeping climate. Particularly 

comfortable, if you love a cosily warm sleep environment.  
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cold foam topper 
“komfort 500 ks”

A wonderfully soft cold foam topper, which allows the body to sink in and 

relieves pressure. The excellent shape recovery of the foam ensures perfect 

freedom of movement. Perfect for uninterrupted sleep.

approx. 6 cm

TOPPER 

HEIGHT

approx. 8 cm

TOPPER 

HEIGHT

Patent
Vertical air channels &

                  pyramid cube cut
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Everything is possible: A continuous topper across both mattresses or a separable combination of two of the same or two 

diff erent cores. The partner topper with split zip can be completely separated or opened partially from the top or bottom to allow 

the use of adjustable base frames in diff erent positions.  

partner topper
cold foam and /or visco

32 hülsta  |  toppers   

Patent
Vertical air channels &

                  pyramid cube cut
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mattress covers

Relief double cloth

The original hülsta relief double cloth combines high 

usability, durability and is nice to the touch. The padding 

of the cover uses climatic cotton wool, which supports 

the air circulation of the mattress core. 

320 g/m², 83% polyester, 17% viscose

Available for TopPoint 500

3D mesh cover

This cover is functional and multi-talented. Its highly elastic 

three-dimensional structure combines efficient pressure 

compensation in any sleeping position of the resting body 

with effective thermo regulation and excellent moisture 

exchange. The result is an optimised sleeping climate and 

exceptional sleeping comfort.

330 g/m², 100% polyester

Available for AirDream smart

Volume stretch cover

The perfect cover to support the excellent core features 

of high-quality hülsta mattresses. Perfect body support 

and ventilation ensure uninterrupted sleep. The durable, 

flexible double cloth made from a high-quality knit fabric is 

beautifully soft to the touch.

550 g/m², 74% polyester, 25% viscose, 1% lycra

Available for AirDream 7000, AirDream 8000, 

TopPoint gel, TopPoint 4000, hülsta ELLEpur
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All covers can be split, removed and washed. Please also refer to further information given in the product list and the care instructions shown on the product.  
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Night after night, body and mattress are very close together. This is why we set the highest standards for the choice of  

cover fabrics for hülsta mattresses. In addition to practical advantages, our covers have further features that help you to sleep well.

All covers can be split, removed and washed. Please also refer to further information given in the product list and the care instructions shown on the product.  

TENCEL®

The brand fibre made from wood offers many advantages: Skin 

compatibility, moisture management, hygiene and electro-

static characteristics are excellent. The cover remains 

fluffy for a long time and provides a beautiful cuddly feel 

together with the climatic hollow fibre padding.

360 g/m², 69% polyester, 31% lyocell

Available for AirDream 2000, AirDream 7000, 

AirDream 8000, TopPoint 1000, TopPoint 4000

deluxe mattress cover

The upper side of the mattress is covered by a high-quality knit 

ticking in a web design, which is particularly climate-friendly 

and beautiful to the touch. Excessive heat and moisture are 

taken away quickly – you always sleep in a comfortably dry, 

healthy climate. The cosy padding is made from a natural mix 

of pure wool/Ingeo. 

390 g/m², 80% polyester, 20% viscose

Available for deluxe MTK, deluxe MTL

Micro TENCEL®

Extremely soft and comfortable: Due to Micro Lyocell 

TENCEL® – the most innovative and lightest TENCEL®

fibre on the market – the new hülsta ticking features 

almost four times as many meshes per square metre than 

conventional ticking. The result is a very soft, silky and 

durable fabric. Micro-TENCEL® ensures´excellent moisture 

management, which in turn is indispensable for healthy 

sleep and guarantees the required hygiene. 

250 g/m², 72% polyester, 28% lyocell

Available for TopPoint deluxe
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AirDream k 2000 AirDream k 2500 AirDream mk 3000

pillows
hülsta pillows softly support head and neck and distribute the pressure for both a side and back sleeping position.  

Pillows can be individually adjusted in height to suit the body and lying surface.   

Vertical ventilation within the core provides a good climate. 

A patented core made from high-quality cold foam makes the 

pillow exceptionally comfortable. Outstanding neck support. 

Removable layer (2 cm) for individual height adjustment.

This pillow softly and flexibly adapts to each user. The 

core combination made from a visco and cold foam layer 

provides unrivalled relaxing support. Turning the core 

halves creates three different lying heights.

Versatility: Two wedge-shaped layers can be put together 

in different ways or used separately. Sections featuring 

different firmness levels provide the most comfortable, 

personalised head support. 
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Without additional 

layer

8 cm

CROSS SECTION

Pillow adjustment possibilities

With additional 

layer

10 cm

CROSS SECTION

Pillow adjustment possibilities

rectangular

SOFTER

FIRMER

wedge-shaped

SOFTER

FIRMER

wedge-shaped

single

FIRMER

wedge-shaped

single

SOFTER

CROSS SECTION

Pillow adjustment possibilities

wedge-shaped

VISCO

COLD FOAM

rectangular

VISCO

COLD FOAM

wedge-shaped

single

COLD FOAM

wedge-shaped

single

VISCO
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hülstaflex comfort

Original hülsta slats perfectly support your body. Patented 

fi rmness adjusters in the centre allow the seamless 

adjustment of the required fi rmness. Head and foot sections 

can be individually adjusted. The practical lift function allows 

easy access to the space underneath the footboard. 

base frames
hülsta base frames are in a class of their own – and not just because of the world‘s best slat. 

Their patented slat bearing and fi rmness adjustment provide the required support and an incomparable lying feeling. 

hülstaflex premium

Sleep restfully and relax comfortably: This base frame 

ensures relaxation in any body position. Patented slats in 

special bearings provide the required support for the 

entire upper body and create a floating lying feeling. 

As a motorised model – available with remote control if 

required – it is also suitable for a sitting position.

hülstaflex basic

As each body is diff erent, this base frame can be individually 

adjusted. The patented firmness adjusters in the centre 

section allow you to choose the required firmness. Also 

available with an adjustable back and foot section.  

THE WORLD‘S

BEST

SLAT

THE WORLD‘S

BEST

SLAT
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OUR

BEST

base

frame

hülstaflex premium

hülsta  |  base frames 39

hülstafl ex premium is available in the following versions:

Fixed Adjustable head/foot sections Motorised base frame

*3 years guarantee on drive technology of the motorised frame 

0–26°

headboard 

adjustment

SITTING POSITION

possible

PATENT

slat adjustment

PATENT

anti-slip device

GUARANTEE

12 years

*

GUARANTEE

12 years

*
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hülstaflex comfort

The hülstafl ex comfort is available in the following versions:

Fixed Adjustable head/foot sections Adjustable head/foot sections + lift 
function

40 hülsta  |  base frames   hülsta  |  base frames 41

hülstaflex basic

The hülstafl ex basic is available in the following versions:

Fixed Adjustable head/foot 
sections

GUARANTEE

12 years

0–26°

headboard 

adjustment

0–50°

lift function

GUARANTEE

12 years

PATENT

anti-slip device

0–26°

headboard 

adjustment

GUARANTEE

5 years

PATENT

anti-slip device
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hülstaflex comfort
Page 40

hülstaflex basic
Page 41

dream teams
Our dream teams are perfectly combined base frames and mattresses that ensure   

relaxed lying and restful sleep. Try it out or fi nd your own dream team 

combinations. Your retailer will be happy to help.

hülsta ELLEpur
Page 11

AirDream 8000
Page 13

AirDream 2000
Page 15

TopPoint 4000
Page 21

TopPoint 500
Page 23

TopPoint gel
Page 19

hülstaflex premium
Page 39

OUR

RECOMMENDATION

dream teams



overview of articles
Here you will find all the products presented in the overview again. Details of the available dimensions and variations in the type list make 

choosing and planning easier. Please also note our dream teams. Can‘t find the matching size? We can manufacture lots of special sizes to 

meet your needs. Ask your dealer.

base frames

Height approx. 20.0 approx. 21.0 and 24.0 approx. 21.0 and 24.0

Height approx. 9.5 approx. 10.5 approx. 5.5

mattresses

hülstaflex basic hülstaflex comfort hülstaflex premium 

for bed interior widths of  

70, 80, 90, 100, 120 and 140  

as well as bed interior lengths of  

190, 200, 210 and 220

for bed interior widths of 

70, 80, 90, 100, 120, 140,  

160, 180 and 200  

as well as bed interior lengths of  

190, 200, 210 and 220

mattresses
for bed interior widths of 

70, 80, 90, 100, 120, 140,  

160, 180 and 200  

as well as bed interior lengths of  

190, 200, 210 and 220

AirDream 7000
cold foam

AirDream 8000 thermo
cold foam

hülsta ELLEpur
latex

Fixed Head-/foot sections  
adjustable

FixedFixed Head-/foot sections 
adjustable

Head-/foot sections 
adjustable

Head-/foot sections-  
adjustable + Lift-function

Motor-driven frame

VVV

TT

Height approx. 20.0 approx. 20.0 approx. 23.0

AirDream smart
cold foam M

AirDream 2000
cold foam

T

TopPoint gel
spring core

V

This overview shows individual examples. Further unit types and all ranges can be found in the type list. All dimensions in cm.

Height approx. 6.0 approx. 8.0 approx. 8.0

Height approx. 11.0 approx. 12.0 approx. 12.0

toppers

pillows

for bed interior widths of 

80, 90, 100, 120, 140,  

160, 180 and 200  

as well as bed interior lengths of  

200, 210 and 220

cold foam topper
komfort 500 ks

AirDream k 2000
cold foam

AirDream mk 3000
cold foam  / visco

AirDream k 2500
cold foam

cold foam topper visco topper

Cushion size approx. 31 x 71 

(matching pillow cases 40 x 80)

covers

Relief double cloth  
cover

R

3D-Mesh cover
M

Volume stretch cover
V

T TR

mattresses
for bed interior widths of 

70, 80, 90, 100, 120, 140,  

160, 180 and 200  

as well as bed interior lengths of  

190, 200, 210 and 220

mattresses
for bed interior widths of 

70, 80, 90, 100, 120, 140,  

160, 180 and 200  

as well as bed interior lengths of  

190, 200, 210 and 220

Height approx. 22.0 and 24.0 cm approx. 34.0 approx. 31.0

Height approx. 21.0 and 24.0 cm approx. 24.0 approx. 21.0

deluxe MTL
spring core

deluxe MTK
spring core

TopPoint 500
spring core

R

TopPoint deluxe
spring core D D

TopPoint 4000
spring core

TopPoint 1000
spring core

TT

V

V

MT

Micro TENCEL 
cover

MT

TENCEL® cover
T

deluxe cover
D
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A

Matratzen / mattresses 
Hersteller-Nr. / manufacturer-no. 

Kollektion / collection / Modell / model

Prüfnummer / control number

A

B

C

D

für Möbel
Emission class for furniture

EMISSIONSKLASSE

Emissionsklasse für Möbel nach der  
RAL-Registrierung RAL-RG 437 
der Deutschen Gütegemeinschaft 
Möbel • emission class for furniture 
according to RAL-RG 437 •  
www.emissionslabel.de
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A

Lattenroste / slatted frames 
Hersteller-Nr. / manufacturer-no. 

Kollektion / collection / Modell / model

Prüfnummer / control number

A

B

C

D

für Möbel
Emission class for furniture

EMISSIONSKLASSE

Emissionsklasse für Möbel nach der  
RAL-Registrierung RAL-RG 437 
der Deutschen Gütegemeinschaft 
Möbel • emission class for furniture 
according to RAL-RG 437 •  
www.emissionslabel.de
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sleep with confidence

Golden M Blue Angel Emissions labelGS sign

The name hülsta stands for a quality promise, which is guaranteed for every single one of our products. You can count on that. Select your dream bed 

and rest assured that every component has been manufactured and tested in line with the highest German quality standards.

Whatever we do now – we want to be sure that it was the right thing to do tomorrow. This commitment makes us use materials that are as compatible as possible with 

mankind and the environment. Test seals and certificates guarantee the compliance with strict requirements.

Depending upon component, we offer 3 to 12 years guarantee on our quality products. Please refer to the individual product information or ask your retailer. Further 

information regarding the hülsta guarantee and care for your hülsta products can be found in the quality passport that is supplied with every delivery. 

Certifi cation by the Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft 

Möbel* (German Quality Furniture Association) 

on the basis of test standards of »Blue Angel 

Mattresses« RAL ZU 119, RAL 430 Health and 

Environment and RAL GZ 430/6 Mattresses.

With this new label, the Deutsche 

Gütegemeinschaft Möbel* basically combines 

the requirements of the Blue Angel mattresses 

and furniture as well as of the ECO TEX 

Standard class I and II. All of the hülsta 

sleeping systems are in the best emissions 

class A!

hülsta is one of the few manufacturers to off er a 

complete GS certifi cation for all base frames, 

especially for the motorised products. At hülsta, 

this is standard. On the basis of numerous 

European standards, this sign guarantees proven 

user safety and long-term load-bearing capacity. 

“Blue Angel“ for mattresses: All hülsta 

mattresses (except for AirDream easy) comply 

with the requirements of this certifi cate. 

“Blue Angel“ for furniture: All hülsta base 

frames comply with the requirements of this 

certifi cate.

46 hülsta  |  sleep with confidence   *The Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft Möbel, which hülsta is part of, uses the benchmarks that are valid for awarding the

RAL quality sign and the Blue Angel. All of the hülsta sleeping systems are certifi ed accordingly! 


